Reply to "Comments on Application of the Subregular Model for Prediction of Ternary Cation Exchange"
Chu and Sposito (1981) developed a thermodynamic theory of ternary cation-exchange systems whose principal results are closed-form equations for rational activity coefficients (f k ) and exchange equilibrium constants (K^):
where [ijk] is any cyclic permutation of {123}, E, is the exchanger-phase charge fraction of cation / whose valence is Z,, and subscript c denotes a conditional equilibrium constant.
[1]
Sposito (1981, [1981] independently discovered the same r mineral mixtures.) They pointed out that data alone are not sufficient -in principle composition dependence of rational activity ternary system. This is because the subregu is simply a formal MacLaurin expansion of order in composition variables (Hardy, 19 contains a parameter that cannot be evaluate except with data from a ternary system itse Chu and Sposito (1981) illustrated their c data set found in the laboratory notebooks Vanselow (the only set available at the tim by Elprince et al. (1980) . In the course of Chu and Sposito (1981) pointed out that the can be used to describe a ternary system irres it applies to the component binary systems. Th that the binary parameters required by the te model (infinite-dilution limits of binary-syst lated without applying any model approach binary-system data (Chu and Sposito, 1981, This advice was followed when they used t by Elprince et al. (1980) to illustrate the u subregular model. They found that the terna as inferred from these data had a very large st such that its confidence interval would inclu They concluded:
The large magnitude of the standard deviation of c 0 could simply reflect the large scatter in t data of Elprince et al. (1980, Fig. 3 
